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The Confessions is an autobiographical book by Jean-Jacques Rousseau.In modern times, it is often
published with the title The Confessions of Jean-Jacques Rousseau in order to distinguish it from Saint
Augustine's Confessions.Covering the first fifty-three years of Rousseau's life, up to 1765, it was completed in
1769, but not published until 1782, four years after Rousseau's death, even ...
Confessions (Rousseau) - Wikipedia
Confessions (Latin: Confessiones) is the name of an autobiographical work, consisting of 13 books, by Saint
Augustine of Hippo, written in Latin between AD 397 and 400. The work outlines Saint Augustine's sinful
youth and his conversion to Christianity.Modern English translations of it are sometimes published under the
title The Confessions of Saint Augustine in order to distinguish the book ...
Confessions (Augustine) - Wikipedia
The Confessions of Aleister Crowley www.Empirical-Academy.com Forward "It seemed to me that my first
duty was to prove to the world that I was not teaching Magick for money.
The Confessions of Aleister Crowley - MetaphysicSpirit.com
1. Introduction. This supplementary document discusses the history of Trinity theories. Although early
Christian theologians speculated in many ways on the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, no one clearly and fully
asserted the doctrine of the Trinity as explained at the top of the main entry until around the end of the
so-called Arian Controversy.
Trinity > History of Trinitarian Doctrines (Stanford
"The reason I love being connected to The Rocky Horror Picture Show is the philosophy, "Don't dream it, be
it." Kevin Theis & Ron Fox have taken their love for the film and created 'Confessions of a Transylvanian' and
I admire their dedication to the principles of [the film].
Confessions of a Transylvanian: a Story of Sex, Drugs and
Roger Scruton is the world's preeminent philosopher in the field of aesthetics. Having graduated with honors
from Cambridge, he has subsequently held positions at some of the world's most prestigious institutions
including the Universities of Cambridge, Oxford, St Andrews, Princeton, and Boston.
Why Musicians Need Philosophy | Future Symphony Institute
A complete list of philosophical articles and reviews by Rafe Champion on the Rathouse site.
Rafe Champions's full list of articles, reviews, analysis
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Peter considers two of the Stoicsâ€™ most challenging ideas, a determinism that leaves room for moral
responsibility, and the ideal of an ethically perfect sage.
Like a Rolling Stone: Stoic Ethics - History of Philosophy
1. History of the issue. Questions about the nature of conscious awareness have likely been asked for as
long as there have been humans. Neolithic burial practices appear to express spiritual beliefs and provide
early evidence for at least minimally reflective thought about the nature of human consciousness (Pearson
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1999, Clark and Riel-Salvatore 2001).
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